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Anna Todd (#1 internationally bestselling author of the After series) headlines this unique anthology
of â€œimaginesâ€•â€”the first book of its kindâ€”stories from Wattpad writers that immerse you in a
fantasy world of fame, adventure, and flirtation with your favorite celebrities.Imagine running around
the city, dodging paparazzi with Jennifer Lawrenceâ€¦ Imagine Justin Bieber setting up a romantic
scavenger hunt for your anniversary, retelling the story of your loveâ€¦ Imagine selfies have been
outlawed, making Kim Kardashian a freedom fighter who needs your help in bringing justice and
good lighting to the peopleâ€¦ Let your fantasies take over! Thatâ€™s what the top Wattpad authors
have done in this special collection of fictional scenarios that bring you up close and personal with
the real celebrities you loveâ€”star alongside Zayn Malik, Cameron Dallas, Kanye West, Selena
Gomez, Dylan Oâ€™Brien, Tom Hardy, Jamie Dornan, Benedict Cumberbatch, and many more!
Authors included in the book are Leigh Ansell, Rachel Aukes, Doeneseya Bates, Scarlett Drake, A.
Evansley, Kevin Fanning, Ariana Godoy, Debra Goelz, Bella Higgin, Blair Holden, Kora Huddles,
Annelie Lange, E. Latimer, Bryony Leah, Jordan Lynde, Laiza Millan, Peyton Novak, C.M. Peters,
Michelle Jo Quinn, Dmitri Ragano, Elizabeth A. Seibert, Rebecca Sky, Karim Soliman, Kate J.
Squires, Steffanie Tan, Kassandra Tate, Anna Todd, Katarina E. Tonks, Marcella Uva, Tango
Walker, Bel Watson, Jen Wilde, and Ashley Winters. Wattpad is a writing community in which users
are able to post articles, stories, fanfiction, and poems about anything either online or through the
Wattpad app. Note: Although this book mentions many real celebrities, they have not participated in,
authorized, or endorsed its creation.
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I really didn't know what to expect when I first started reading because well lets face it, we all have
our opinions made when it comes to most celebrities. I went in with an open mind and was
pleasantly surprised. They all range in length, but were all very well written.I think we can all agree
that we love it whenever we get to see a different side of a celebrity, one that shows them in a
different light, and makes us change our perspective of them. With these short stories I was able to
do that, even if only for a little while. They made me wonder what I would say or do if it was me in
the story. I put aside all of my preconceived notions and was highly entertained by every single
story. Some had me laughing, while others had me swooning! And some definitely had me falling
head over heels in 20 pages, in Medium and His English Heart especially. I now find myself wanting
some of these to continue! When each story would end I would find myself saying "that's it? I need
more".I don't read a lot of Wattpad authors, so I was glad to have several of their stories with me in
one book. If you're a fan of any of these authors make sure to pick this one up, if not, at least give it
a try. They were all special in their own way. Whether you're a fan of Kim Kardashian, Tom
Hiddleston, or Chris Evans, you'll find a story here.

A fun collection of stories featuring a myriad of celebrities. There's something (or someone!) for
everyone in the Imagines Book. The second person format allows for very intimate storytelling.
Readers are brought right into the book and can, for a lack of a better word, imagine themselves
doing everything the protagonist is doing.I was particularly struck by the story by Debra Goelz called
"Redirection," which is about Zayn Malik. Her character is a fan fiction writer on Wattpad who writes
about Zayn only to have what she writes seemingly come true. This story was so sweet and I LOVE
the fact that Goelz's character is a Wattpader. It drives home the relevance of this site to young
teens today as a medium that can be used to give them a very powerful voice.The lesson of the
importance of following your dream carries over to the other stories in the collection as well. It is all a
fantastic, and fantastically fun dream. I was also struck by Rebecca Sky's story about Rebel Wilson,
which was as delightful as I'd imagined it would be. Sky manages to convey the ever important
theme of self-acceptance in a way that is fun and not in the least preachy.There's so much to
explore here that I could go on and on, but I think I'll end with the fact that I've enjoyed dipping into
the lives of celebrities I've never even heard of before. This book is an experience and I highly
recommend that it's one you don't miss!

Imagines is like stepping from your normal life into the stage of your dreams! Whether you fangirl

over 1D, dream about Selena Gomez, or want to get your Rebel Wilson groove l, this takes your
imagination to new heights. It's a fabulously witty bit of fanfic that leaves you begging for more and
realizing dreams connect us all.

I know people are probably buying this book for the Anna Todd, but she's actually not the best part
of this book. The "smaller" names really shine here. I especially loved the Chris Evans story, it was
absolutely adorable and very well written. If you're going to indulge in a little guilty celebrity fantasy
(and let's be honest, who doesn't), then this is worth it. (Seriously, stuck in an airport with Chris
Evans. You know you want to find out what happens.)

One of the best anthologies ever. I'm not a huge fan of fan fiction, but this book might convert me!
Had so much fun reading it!

What a fun romp with a familiar cast of characters! It reminds me of a Hollywood edition Choose
Your Own Adventure where the choice is which celeb you have an adventure with.

100% pure wish-fulfillment fun. If you're the celebrity-obsessed type, you'll love it.

Iâ€™m not a keen reader of fanfictions or stories starring celebrities in general. I bought this book
because Iâ€™m a fan of Scarlett Drake, one of the authors, and I wanted to read her story, â€œAn
Occasional Fridayâ€•. She did not disappoint me. Good pace, descriptions always on point - you will
really feel like you are the protagonist! The inspiration is brilliant and the plot she created around it is
not predictable in the slightest. Besides the shocking plot twist, the thing I liked the most was the
way she described being a fan. This story shows perfectly how much celebrities can be admired,
loved and be part of their fansâ€™ lives. I do not want to spoil anything so I will just say that itâ€™s
actually, objectively amazing. Itâ€™s also pretty hot (so much tension!).I was a little bit reluctant but
I eventually decided to read the other stories and had the pleasure to find out that some of them
were really good as well. Well structured and great plots. I particularly liked the one about Chris
Evans by Annelie Lange and the Ed Sheeran one by Peyton Novak. Some stories might be
â€œweakerâ€• than others or you might not like the celebrities (I did not know some of them, to be
honestâ€¦) but there are so many you will find the one you like. The physical book is also very pretty,
with a shining cover which makes it stand out on the bookshelf. Moreover, I think the idea of this
collection is very good and it gave some brilliant authors the chance to be published.I recommend

this book, even to those who usually do not read fanfictions. I do not either but I liked it! ;)
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